SECTION 07 62 00: SHEET METAL FLASHING & TRIM

1. GENERAL
   A. Review all flashings with Brown independent envelope consultant.
   B. Call for end pans at flashing terminations and identify end pan locations on the drawings.
   C. Do not use surface mounted flashings or reglet attachment of any kind.
   D. Conceal fasteners and expansion joints. Exposed fasteners are not allowed on faces of sheet metal exposed to public view; use hook strips and cleats to attach counter flashings; do not show fasteners penetrating the surface of the flashings.
   E. Plastic flashings, asphalt saturated fabric flashings, and fabric-reinforced metal foil flashings are not acceptable.
   F. Lock joints filled with butyl or sealant are not acceptable.
   G. Do not use “keystone” metal flashings, corrugated flashings, or other systems that avoid soldered joints.